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In a study such as zhe one reported here it

difficult to indicate

is

and give full credit to the various people and organizations who made the study
possible. Although the writer made two field trips to Antarctica to collect data,
and is responsible for the preparation of the paper as it stands, the study itself
represents the effort of a considerable number of people. The study was sponsored
by the Neuropsychiatry Branch, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. U. S. Navy, through
tLe Office of Naval Research.
It was begun wiien Captain G. N. Raines, (MC) USN,
was ("{ief of Neuropsychiatry, and continued under Captain J. Nardini, (MC) USN, as
Chief of Neuropsychistry.
Lt. Commander John Rassmussen, (MSC) USN, and
Commander R. S. Herrmann, (MSC) USN, as Chiefs of Clinical Psychology in the
Neuropsychiatry Bianch, did much to facilitate the work. Traveling from the states
to Antarctica as well as full cooperation while in Antarctica, was made possible
through the efforts of Rear Admiral George Dufek, USNR, and his staff of Task
Force 43. On the second trip to the Ross Sea area, the writer was accompanied
by Captain C. S. Mullin, Jr., (MC) USN who shared in the data collecting responsibilities. The facilitating efforts of all these people, plus the full cooperation
of the personnel that wintered over in Antarctica, are greatly appreciated. The
opinions expressed in this report, however, are those of the writer aad do not
neceqsqnrv1
express the opinion
ofan
f the coperting agncies or Persons.
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U. S. Navy, undertook the task of making psychiatric evaluations of U. S. Navy
and civilian IGY personnel who ware to be assigned to the IGY Antarctic stations
during Operation Deep Freeze,
The assessment program was started in 1956 at the
Naval Base in Davisville, Rhode Island. and all men subsequently destined for
Antarctica went through the assessment program.
For the first
thrie years of the
psychiatric evaluation, only those men were eliminated who were ,judged to be "'=it

fo.rgeneral Navy duty, It was felt desirable from a research point of vJew, to
permit men who were evaluated as having poor adjustment potential to prooeed into
Antarctica since there did not exist objeczive, empirically derived criteria for

elimination of these mon.

In order to complete the evaluation it was felt
that some knowledge of the
physical and social environment, the stresses that they might produce, etc.,
was

needed in order to evaluate, in a predictive manner, the varying patterns of
psychodynamic functioning, as cbserved in the assessment program held at Davisville.
Accordingly, two psychiatric teams were dispatihed late in 1957 to Antarctic -.egions
to gather such information.

One team was dispatched by ship to Elisworth Station,

Edith Ronna Land, Antarctica (I. Mullen and Connery).
The other team was dispatched
by Navy Air Transport to NAF, McMurdo Station, Victoria Land, Antarctica (2. Rohrer).
During the first year, data were collected by the author on men who had "wintered
over" at McMurdo, Hallett,

Pole stations.

Little America,

Byrd,

Scott (a New Zealand station),

and

In addition, data were collected on some "Summer Support" personnel.

In view of tae findings of these first
field trips, it was decided to send a
second team back to establish the reliability of the tentative findings made during

the first trip.
The decision had been made prior to the second trip, that the research

efforts should be concentrated on the so-call.ed "small stations," bccau"e of the
differences in variety and quality of social transactions found there, as contrasted
with the "large stations," and also because of the greater isolation felt
by the
men who occupied tk1 small stations during the winter.
However, there were some
data gathorad from the two large stations that the U. S. maintained in Antarctica
during 1958-59, i.e.,
McMurdo and Little America.
Twenty-eight men were interviewed
at these two large stations.
In addition all of the camp personnel who had wintered
over at Hallett and Byrd stations were interviewed, as were all the men stationed
at Scott Base, a New Zealand station adjacent to the NAF facility at McMurdo.
A structured interview schedule, used with personnel at Ellsworth Station
during the pr3ceeding year, was utilized with all men ir .ne small stations during
the second field trip. In adcition, informal or less structured interviewing took

place with practically all of these men.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL LOCATION ANL ARrANGEWT

OF THE U, S. ANTARCTIC STATIONS
A.b~iLaikL
is a l~arge Niolert continent. Temperatu•es of minus 104 degrees
fahrenheit, and winds of 130 knots per hour have been recorded there.
Moreover
the weather is subject to sudden change and the rising wind velocities are frequently
accompan:ed by the blowing of fine powder-like snow, the "white out" condition,
which obscures the perception ox the horizontal and vertical axes.
Berween the
large and small stations are large crevasse fields that make traveling by land from
one to another a very treacherous undertaking.
The Antarctic stations are physically
isolated from the rest of the world for a period of from eight to ten months a year.
In case of catastrophe, such as a fire, there is no opportunity for receiving outside assistanco or of evacuating from the camp site. As can be imagined there is
a very realsio sthaic
et
to the eýivtenv of t
men during ths period of tsoleon.
Despite the very real thre~.t to contemporary existance created by the terrain and
aimospheric conditions" found in Antarctica, the intensive explorations initigated
at the start of the International Geophysical Year and continued since that time
differs markedly from t''A epic explorat.on_, and attendant hardships, exper:enced
by such men as Scott, Shackleton and A.aridsen.
The pony meat used by 0Thacklston
and the dog meat used by Amlmdsen, fresh killed when needed, have been replaced by

F
1
-3poultry, beef and pork slaughtered in modern packing houses and shipped or air
dropped to the various stations. At McMurdo it was found necessary to double
the capacity of the refrigerated reefers to prevent food spoilage; a marked
contrast to Shackleton's quicx frozen ponies!
Scott Station. the IGY station maintained by New Zealand, is located
approximately four miles from the Naval Air Facility on McMurdo Sound. It is a
small compact station, built in such a manner that one can move from working
quarters to living quarters without having to go outside.
in 1958 it had a
In contrast with the U. S. stations, these men are all
complement of twelve men.
civilians. Some of them had been drawn from the New Zealand Civil Service,
others from academic departments in New Zealand universities. Of the small
stations studied, this station with its proximity to the U. S. station on McMurdo
Sound, was least isolated. However, many of the characteristics found in the
more isolated small stations were found to hold for Scott Base alLo.
Byrd Station is located in Marie Byrd Laud on a snow plateau some 6,000 feet
high, and some 600 miles southeast of Little America. It and the Pole Station,
are the most isolated stations maintained by America in the Antarctic. As a
mato.er of fact, Byrd Station could make some legitimate claim of being the most
isolated station maintained by the United States. The station itself is built
Lelow the level of the snow. At the time of our second visit, there was a
complement of 18 men at the Station, all of whom had wintered over the preceeding
year. The plane on which we arrived in November, was the second one that had
landed since the proceeding February. Thus, we were able to gec into the station
before too much contamination from outside contacts had taken place. The huts,
built below the level of the snow, are connected by corridors constructed of one
inch mesh chicken wire, covered with canvas or parachuce cloth. Generally, the
bunking arrangements were such that two men occup-ed a cubicle, approximately
8 x 10 feet in size. As a group, the personnel who had wintered over at Byrd
in 1958 were in fine spirits. When the writer had left on one of the last planes
to get out during the "suiner" of 1957-F8, the group as A whole had been highly
anxious and fearful of what lay ahead. However, they had more than accomplished the
work that had been scheduled for them. They had strong feelings of having done well
on their mission and there was a good social integration between the Navy and
scientific personnel at the station.
Our 1958 visit to Hallett was marred by the fact that we
about six hours after the worst plane crash that has ozcurred
took place, some 50 miles from Hallett. The plane, a P2V, on
traveling from McMurdo to Hallett, was diverted to search for
Once the Plne
crashed plane into Hallett.
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arrived there
in the Antarctic
which we were
the crashed plane.
the..........h

in a small statiou of fourteen men, caused

considerable excitement and disruption of what probably would have been a far more
"normal" existance.
In addition, Hallett was more "contaminatee" than had been the
Byrd group, due to the fact that some three or four planes had to make emergency
landings there because of weather while attempting to fly from New Zealand to McMurdo
Sound.
Our interviewing of the men at Hallett was done as soon as all the men that
had been :nvolved in the crash were sent back to New Zealand. The pre.ssure and
excitement of having the wounded and dead people iiucamp plus the over-taxing of the
rather meager facilities available, Cue to the search plane crews coming in, as well
as ourselves, may have distortod Fome of the infirmation we Gained at Ballett. On
the other hand for some of the men, it may have made it easier for them to talk about
what they had actually experienced, now that the isolation was over.
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Hallett Station is located about 290 miles north of M•hurdo, near Cape Adair.
The station proper is built on a raised beach of about 25-30 acres beyond WhIch
rises the glacier covered chain of volcanic mountains that rim the Roes Sea.
It
is the home of a large Adolie penguin rookery and at the time of our second v.sit
there, the penguins were coming at about the rate of 1,000 per day. The sea, whick
later in the seummr would be open, was frozen over and the landing strip an the
frozen sea was one of the best to be found in

the Antarctic.

The station Is a

combined U.S.-New Zealand IGY Station with the U. S. furnishing, during our second
visit,
all of the support (Navy) personnel plus one civilian scientist.
i
other
four scientists were Now Zeslmnders.
As at Byrd, the Commanding Officer of the
station was a Lieutenant in the Naval Reserve on active duty in the Medical Corps.
In addition, visits
were made to McMurdo and Little America, both of which
had complements of more than a&hundred mon.
A total of 28 men were inte"rvLeed
at these stations.
Twelve of these had experienced considerable difficulty in
wintering over, the remainder were regarded as being particularly sucessful In
adjusting to the wintering-over period.

*

Travel in the Antarc tic for the research team was greatly facilitated
by the
oxpenditing carried out by Rear Admiral Dufek and his staff.
With the exception
of the trip
to Hallett, which was made on a converted bomber, all
of our other
t fjAs In-thq Antarctic were made on R4D's, which is an early Navy version of thJ
old commercial DC-4 airplane.
The scheduling of the planes to the various stations
was so arranged to permit us to complete all
of our interviews as we vent along,
i.o,,
there was no delay in waiting after we had completed gathering our data.
The following report reflects the cumulated data gathered from seven stations
on two successive field trips to the Antarctic.
RESULTS AND DISCUSS 'O(

The stia resulting from interviews with the 163 men seen during the two
trips to Antarctica were analyzed through content analyses techniques in order
to obtain frequency counts of the various adjustment problems that they encountered.
These frequency counts were in turn translated into percentages with the intention
of presenting them in tabular form in this report.
After the tablos had been pr*pared and closely scrutinized, it was realized that this quantitative fragmentation
And re-grouping of the data obscured, or destroyed, the true picture of the adjustment and attendant problems that men living ih.the Antarctic experience for It
failed to relate the adjustment problems to many of the situational variables that
were operating with differing amounts of intensity, at different periods of time,
during tho isolation.
Too, individual variation in modes of adJustment wore related
to the psychodynamic structure of the individual, and this too was obscured by the
quantification of the data.
Therefore it was decided to report the data on the adjustment of the men much
in the mo~ner of a clinical report.
The reader should bear in mind that the pheuina
reported are based on interviews with all' 163 men, but not all
of the men xperienced
'the pýhenomena described at the same time, nor did all
163 men have the adjustmt
problems described.
There are however some generslities that apply to all of the
men'who wintered over in the Antarctic.

"-5.
It should be omphasised that spending a year in the Antarotic give rise to
different types ot adjustment problem. than those that have been roporftd fa
the Arctic. This difference Is due to the fact that mon in the Atarctie have so
hope of escaping from the time the last plane or ship leave, in January or fbmasv
until the return of ships and plones the following October or November.
Useeg In
the studies reported (e.g., 3. Debons, 4. dgarton., 5. Mo0ollm) oc O Arvote not
has always been the opportunity in case of emergencies, such "s a oriticil 1asm
for a plane to evacuate men from those stations. This "total omitI~t
to ieul00lMU
for a definite period of time that existed in the Antarctic, is of critical mpoeeq
in understanding the psychodynmics of the son so Isolated*

ADJUSTHW? UNIVIRSALS
There are some adjustment universals that do occur for all mon in the Antar
One is the cyclic nature of the adjustment problem, This can be broken down into
three phase@.
The first
phase is one of heightened anxiety on arrival In the
Antarctic. This heightenad anxiety may last for from two or three weeks to two or
three months. The modal point tends In the direction of the two or three Smoth
period. Typical quotes from some Of the interview materials indicate sam of the
sources of anxiety.

i.

"During the first
part of the year I often wondered if we were
going to wind up like the outfit we replaced here.
I used to worry
a lot about that.
In that crew, half of the guys wouldn't talk to
the other half."
"The first of the year when I got here,
what would happen to me down here."

I was really scared of

"We overlapped with the gtoup before. and everybody in that group
told us that we would get irritable during the winter, That botiered
me when I first
got down here, particularly for the first
couple of
months I was here."
The fear of "not knowing quite what to expect" was a major factor In the
heightened anxiety. The following report of a man who had arrived on the Ice tn
late October, reflects this fear. An officer at breakoat the morning after the
Christmas party was laughingly reporting a dream. 1k droeamt that he was told that
he had two hours to get to the air strip with all of his things in order to return
to the states. When he got packed he had too much gear for the weight allowm=
so he decided to leave a foot locker. He stated that in the dream he had Jmt reembed
Christchurch, New Zealand when he woke up. Then he added, "I was just a year tbead
of my time."
Anotier man stated that during the first
three months aftet he arrived In
camp he had trouble sleeping. He stated that he tried to take sleeping pills; but
that didn't help. He did say however that tranquilizers did help him, for he
could take Heprobamate tablets and go to sleep.

"-6At one station the writer was approached individually by sews am siMft5
him to winter over with tham. It developed that what was botherIg t
M a
fear that their psychic integrity would be desitroed during te winterfM Ow"
period, and this fear raised their anxiety level. Apparently they felt t
because I wa a psychologist there was some magic I poesoMd that woNU hla
them from having such a breakdown.
A physician who had been on the ice for approximately two acatts, Md wift
whoam I was discussing what was then my tentative hypotheses onceraniag heiatsud
anxiety, finally stopped me from speculating further by saying, "You hko
y
shouldn't be talking about that to a fellow who is going to winter over." so
then got up and abruptly left the room.'
The chief technique used to allay the heightened anxiety was work, md In
preparation for wintering bver, there is always considerable suow
t of wo•kto
be done.
Given the realities of the need to be preoccupied with a work role 1a
..- 6dei..to be prepared for the period of darkness, it should also be noted that
work role was one of the few socially acceptable role@ available to the Mo. It
served a therapeutic function in that by working as hard as they could, they did
not have much time to fantasy about what was going to happen later oan or for tht
matter, time to brood over the loss of other cherished sooiil roles, 'e.g.,
fathr,
Lusband, sweetheart, etc.).
.With the coming of winter and the gradual disappearance of the am , eves
the'work role was reduced for most men. This resulted in varying degrees of
depzression for all; the second phase of. the adjustment cycle. Fo mst it
was not a pathol6gical depression for they continued to perform effectively in
roles to which they had been assigned avezh though their role activities wmo
greatly reduced.
Perhaps some quotes from various interviews will make this
point more concrete.
"In the middle of the winter when things slackened off
down here, there was a feeling of being blue."
"If you were pretty well occupied all the time, then you
. didn!t feel so 'down in the dumps' as did the people who had very
litt.le to do."

"."During the winter he got off the beam for a&while. Along
about uid-winter, he got In a thoroughly withdrawn.mood, and just
wasn't reasonable."
"During the winter months it was monotonous, .1got 'down In
the dumps' and I guess I had some loss of concentration then."
"He got. homesick in the middle of the winter and acted like
ha wanted everyone else to get homesick too."
"Along
V
'in June I got 'down in the dumps.' In the middle of
I was pretty moody thou. Also
the winter things got boring,
along about the same time I wax having some trouble concentrating."

the

-7"When it got dark it
lot about your family."

got depressing and you thought a

"Bs had a severe period of depression.
It apparently started
In February and lastod for at least 'hAr•
mouths."
"During aid-winter I just got fed up with everything. Sort
of moody.
I would 'goof' off on my maintainance work until things
broke down and I had to.fix it,
Iveryone else was the
"
"During the winter months he became quite abseit-minded,
you couldn't get through to him.
He beosae so absent minded
thinking about his wife that for days on end he let his work go,
fotgetting to do even the essential things necessary for the
maintainance of the camp."
In one diary that I was permitted to read, I ran aboess numerous references,
during the mid-winter pericd, to how depressed the man had felt.
There we"
repetitive statements such as, "I guess that the Lord is the only thing l. had to
depend upon to get me through."
This period of depression affects everyone, even the best adjusted am wv
wintered over in the Antarctic.
It. is accompanied by the use of repressive.
inhibition as an adjustment device.
It is quite probable that the use of repree1sl
as an adjustment device is the primary cause of the depression, plus of course,, tk
stringent restrictions on the number 'of social roles available to the men.
With the ending of the period of total darkeso "and the return of the min
onc* again, tho amount of depressici experienced tends to be lessened.
Apiszwtv
y
the depth of re pressiv.e tendencies also were lessqnod for it was during
i
period
that some hostility
started to break out. -Most of it was of a verbal nat=*, but
even verbal hostility
had largely been inhibited during the period of darlmess
Also the return of the sun hr'lded,
in a rather dramatic fashion, Jhat the period
of isolation was drawing to a close.
Too, with the sun returning it wa possible
once again to work at outside chores, i.e.,
there was an increase in work role
activities that helped to lessen the degree of depression.
It is at this time that
anticipatory goal responses of "leaving the Ice" Ltegan to appear.
The 96llowing
quotes may make this more specific.

"When the first~plane coame in,

I was upset and real.y

had.

a bad migraine."
"Whin the plane came in my concentration became worse.
guess I had some 'going home faever'."

I

"When I was ordered to make 'up my bunk I refused to do it.
I said tjxit I was poing to leave on the Glacier and thore wasn't
0 ii elr' being all 'spit and polished' at this time."

-8These anticipatory responses were ciaracterized by a decrea.se In the uuaul
camp routine, e.g., housekeeping chores. A reaction of one man, during this period*
to an order that the camp had to be cleaned up was: "We've got a god statiM
even if we need a little
oleaning up. What are they trying to do, make this snoUhm
boot: amcp where you sleep on the floor so you don't muss up your bunk." The c=p
obviously was receiving poor housekeeping care.
"Everybody in camp fa.lt that the order to clean it up was
unfair. We felt that we ought to leave it like they left it for
us last year and let the naw group do all the cleaning up."
Also during this period there was an increase in the amount of bee drinking
activity. Men refused to tahe orders because they said they were going to be
leaving in a day or two, then they would be under a different ocommand.
This was
true of both the civilian and Navy personnel.
For example, one piece of technical
equipment necessary for a civilian scientist Job was loft unrepairod by the Pero=
who had been using it the previous year. He said, "Let the now ansfix
it.
I've
done my duty down here."
In some cases oven though there was an overlap, in time, of the crew that
had wintered over and the now crew who was to winter over, there was no transfer
of information between the men. The old crew was too busy packing, getting
their things together, and so forth to care about passing on to the new crew
information about idiosyncratic pieces of equipment and similar things that would
be useful to the new crew in the months to onme.
One of the most widely documented phenomena that occurs among men who spend
time in polar regions, particularly in the Antarctic, is the occurrence oa periods
of sleeplessness.
This apparently is not only a universal, in so far as the
American and New Zealand camps that we studied, but is reported to occur in the other
IGY camps maintained in the Antarctic by the various countries. Another way of
saying this is that periods of sleeplessness in the Antarctic is a cultural universal.
There appears to be no single cause for the periods of sleeplessnes-.
Nor Is the
froquocy of periods of sloopl•ssnoss highly correlated with any seasonal variation
of the year, althout:, in mid-winter there tended to be a greater frequency reported.
The periods of sleeplessness apparently are more closely related to the individual's
psychodynamics rathor than to any universal characteristic of isolation Per go.
Quite frequently it is related to increased anxiety.
"I had one spell of sleeplessness that lasted for four or five weeks.
It was
along in June I guees.
It seemed like everyone in our cubicle had the 'big eye'
along about this time. With me, I was trying to weld a frame on a bulldozer and
the ramp I was using to hold the frame together broke.
It was pretty difficult
in that minus 60 to 70 degree weather to weld anything anyway. When the ramp
broke, I knew that I couldn't got the bulldozer fixed, so I quit swating it and
gave up. After that I started sleeping better." -Apparently for this man, the
anxiety aroused by
9he
frustratio:;s connected with his attempt to weld the frme
was sufficient to cause him to be unable to sleep.

-9A second Individual said: "I had trouble sleeping, It was In toe winter.
I would have thoughts on my mind, go to bed, go to sleep and tdn wa
up a

half of an hour later.

This went on all through the period that the m

bed

dimappoared.
It disappeared when the sun case up, but then wheon tw fzr
plane came in, T again had trouble sleeping,
I don't know why It should bhepes
then, it might be the.excitement of knowting that the end of the yawr wMa oOnJ
soon.
I thought that maybe my sleeplessness was due to not havuig 46040 P&OSl
exercise, but the people that did lots of physical labor, they had troublo
sloeping too,"
Some of the sleeplessness was due to a reduction in the work role.
following quotos document this.

f

"I had two rather long periods of sleeplessness. They lasted
-three or four weeks.
It happened during the middle of wintel.
When the sun came up I had more work to do and I got over being
unable to sleep."
"I was bothered by sleeplessness throughout the dark period,
and again right after the sun came out I had a bad spell."
Apparently thin latter period of sleeplessness was related to incesmed
anxiety for the man went on and stated: "That sleeplessuess Is caused by a
need to get away from everyone.
I finally broke it the last tie I had It by
ciimbtng up into the Aurora Tower.
Nobody was up-there and I could rels.
Sleping
However, if I got on the ham set for two or three bw
pills didn't help me any.
I could get relaxed and then I could go to sleep."
"I had several severe periods of sleeplessness. They
I
started in May and lasted to the latter part of September.
would go for three or four weeks at a time, sleeping only an
hour a day. Durin- that period I was extremely fatigued
because I was working 12 to 14 hours a day, but that did not
seem to 6olve the problem."
Apparently there are a complex of factors interacting that produce the
sleeplessness.
Sometimes it is caused by heightened anxiety, at othem times by
depression, at other times by a reduction in work role, and at other times It is
associated with the excitement of getting out of the isolation itself.
Another universal was the increased use of repression as an adJustment techIqM0e.
The use of repression was most marked in the small stations where there was great
interdependence among camp members, and where a show oS hostility or aggresimon
jeopardized the group as a unit. Some quotes may make this concrete.
"If you waut to live down here, there is one thing you have
to learn fast, don't lot the nonessentials upset you. The guy
working next to you might not like you whistling through your
teeth, and you might not like the way he holds his forkl but
that is unimportant, so you pay no attention to It, and pretty
soon you forget it, and you don't nctice the way he Aolds his
fork and he doesn't notice the way you whistle through your
teeth."

-10Another man talking about the isolation from women said: "e
Nn pa
of your mind. You don't think about them down hur., rou wait =t11 eg
home,,

A semobd mn talking about sexual deprivations state
handle sex by trying to keep it off your mind.
well forget about it and that is what I did."

It isn't be,

"Dem be
o ye

Another said: "When someone did something I found inritatigg
It and pretty soon I didn't notice it anymore."

an
ot bo

ye
utt

we

I Jit Sao*

Two more quotes give evidence of repression.
"ohen I get fed mp with a guy I would go down to my
shop in the Jamesway and got away frto it all, or else 1 would
stop talking with the guy and avoid him, just Ignkore him that
is what I sean,"
"I didn't have any trouble adjusting, some Of the things that
the other fellows did bothered me at first,
but you don't pay my
attention to them, you just have to learn a different way ot living
that's all."
Another universal which occurred In all the camps studied wa te
pl
ma
of compensatory eating.
It may be argued that Intense cold is the prImsry1t
tas
responsible for the increased weight gain that practially everyone demoms iated
who wintered over In the Antarctic.
However, the heightened values that was
asoociated with food during the wintering over period suggests that tere was a
oompensatory fantor involved in eating.
It should be observed in passilmg that
the deprivation of more basic gratifications of sh Individual are not tUe ml
possible factors responsible for compensatory eating.' It may be that baeadm
results in compensatory eating. Following are some quotes from IntervIews that
indicate the. compensatory nature of eating.
"The cook was a jewel, he went out of his way to prepare
surprise dishes for us.
Everyone seemed to get more particular
about the food as time wont on.
I gained 28 powndb whilo I
was here."

"One thing you have to have Is a go-od cook down here. We
had one who was a pretty good baker and baked lots of coeos.
He was always leaving out extra snacks for us too."
"There was not a great variety that we had down here,
never had any fresh vegetables.
We climbed the mountain over
there and found some curry powder that had been cached there
by the British last year.
It helped season up the food same."

-11In the small stationu one cow Into daily f2soe-to-fsce ocsta" with
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member of the otation. This fact plus the felt isolation, resulted In a evels
of the formal status ranks within the group. For example there was so eepuetias
between NCO and Officer's recreation. A second fsactr was that the" wre S WMW
of common tasks that contributed to status leveling, such " taklag tM e 1m"1
moes hall by both offloers., ovillinp
and enlisted men; the rOtati
6 POOeP
WIth
no -regard to rank or status to bring In snow to the molter; w•
•e suMWle
e1
in, everybody worked as stevedores in jotting the supplies to amp. The IC'•]L
tg
quote documents one instance of status leveling,.
"You know, the group now is a lot closer than they were
when they came down here, For example I would call e , . by
his first
name and sit in his office and drink beer. He was
my supervisor, I couldn"t do that back in the states."
For two status classifications, that of cook and radioman, there wasa
oonsiderabl.e raising of the values attached to those statuses as ocmtrsted with
those held in a more complex society. The cook had his status enhanoed becm.
of his close relationship with one of the few socially approved basic need
gratifications--eating, and because he presided over the "commo"
room as 00e
hall was used in most cases. The radiomen achieved. higher status because at their
contact with the ovtside world.
Their ability, or inability as they chose, to mabe
contact with families via phone patches or ham grams enhanced their status.
Accompanying the itatus leveling that took place in the small stations V
a
%'duction in the amount of status strivings by the men. The small station is a
micrecosism, the only real ,vrld that the men know. for the period of isolation. For
the men, there was not much reality for striving to move upward socially. lTui
factor of reduced status strivings was an important determinant in the selection at
the kinds of recreational activities engaged in by the men.
For many, the recreational activities planned by the men prior 1o leaving the states involved status
mobility goals.
For example-, almost everyone had brought down saws kind of
correspondence course or books' to study for increasing their rank or gainig an
increase in their technical or scientific fund of information. What happened &1V
revealed by the following quotes:
"I did start a corrospondenoe course but I dropped it soon
adter I started,
just didn't seem to be able to get around to
working on it, although I had a good deal of time."
"I wantod to learn a bit more math and brush up on foreign
languages, but somehow I nover got around to it."
"I'd planned to do a lot of reading, but it seemed like it
was * lot simpler just to sit around and listen to the hi-fi set
or watch a movie."
"I brought down sýveral medical textbooks that I had planved
on read:Ing while here.
Despite the fact that I didn't have much
true metical practice t.;)
engage in, I never got around to reading
the books.
Maybe that is the reason.
My world was'so non-medical
here."

-12With status leveling, a reduction in status etpvinigst and S etsrlIMSm
roduction in the number and variety of available social rolest there ws a
corresponding Increase tn the Importance of the anm's work role, Dvyme

guarded jealously the prerogative of his own work role.
yes tem it wes
recognized that smeo other one in the group might have more skills Is ropeirifg
a particular piece of equipment, the am who was officially respeauible fom the

work would not permit another to work on his job,
more explicit,

Two quotes make this point

"I had trouble with . . . over the water stills.
them out, got them working, and I knew how to keep
But he told me that was his job and for me to keep
of theme Actually he didn't know how to keep them
he had a lot of trouble with them, but he wouldn't
him."

I rigged

them Workin@S
my hands off
ramning, so
let ma help

"I've been working with radios for 14 years now, some of
these sets I can tear down and rebuild blindfolded.
Our
electrician just got rated, and he didn't know anything about
radios at all, When I attempted to help repair a radio when
it broke down he got angry and threatened me a couple of time.
Yet he didn't know how to do the job himself.
Sometimes I
would wait until he got .through tinkering with it, tell his that
it wax working all right and then when he got out of the radio
room, I'd fix it myself, but he didn't want anybody touch1ig it
but himself."
Leisure time activities of the men who wintered over do reflect the reduCotio
in status strivings by the men and the need they felt for interacting together an
a group, a mutually reinforcing as well as an anxiety reducing technique. The
following quotes illustrate this point.
"I brought along a bunch of photos that I had hoped to put
into an album but I never did get around to it.
I never had any
free time."
(Actually the leisure time this man had, as he revealed
later in the Interview was spent playing such games as monopoly,
scrabble, and so forth).
"I brought along some correspondence courses but I didntt
have time to work on them while I was down here.
Seeom like
all we did down here was to work, eat, go to the' movies, drink
a couple of beers, and then go to bed. This went on for months."
"Most of my free time I spent playlug records.
winter I drank a lot of tea."

During the

"Most of my time I spent either In bull sessions or using
the ham net. When I got tired of arguing with the boys I'd go
in and use the ham set f'.- a while."

-23"In my leisure time I tried all the things that we"ein
hobby shop but soon tired of that.
tired of that too."

I did. a few patings

-t
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"I spent most of my time reading and drinking bewe.Use
were & lot of bull sessions too. UIgot to the point ta tMay
ran out of things to argo about they would start all oveir agam
on tLe first topic."

ADJUBTUW? SIFICI1O
In addition to/he universals that had been mentioned with repect to
adjustmeut in the Antarctic there were sa
specific inds
k
odJmtmmt
problems experienced by sow# of the nen. While not all of the 310 had ute
experLienoet they are sufficiently important to be recording here9
One of the specifios that actually oau~od mo" interparsoma tMAin Mdifficulty during the wintering over period than any other single fwtamw 1=WO
"acting out" behaviors engaged in by people who had deep-seated 1nadeQGY teel1N.
were ovarly Imms ur,--in short, people who had persoality and dhareter diweumrs.
"Jgain some quotes may maus this more specific.
"A lot of us got mad at him when he used a seal an a
ta
for t1howl-nS '.iivrs at. That was last .etaiand we didn't think
that he had any business acting iike that. Later he found the
chief's favorite sun glasses and out the frame on them becaums
he 2%ad had an arguent with him earlier. Nobody could prove It,
but we aZl know who did it."
A person wiro had deap-seaa'od faelimgs of imadquwny statdt
"The day I
jumped off that boat and lsndea, he_-ea my virility jimipd up four time an stro•g.
IV
ba mvv.t,
soacr.tilias I was m&s•'bating fo= or iv'e times a d"y at first$
and d*Lad it dvi:.;;, someoimes Aica dal.y until August, and thea the need.-:f
it
comp.etci-l7 d.sappeaLed.'
Am4.L.;er saJ,: "I •aae dowr h-re to prve something to myself *ed I falUd,
I'm Just no good to r. ~na ! guess."

One w&vy c4 "act-Ing cam;" w-io through tý%e use of aggrassive tebniquese. Ihwes
waS,
ax:cnmplae,
Zheiaman who ref usme to follow systatic broadcast .kuim
and +old the officer in oasxge that he would keep whatever schedule e• pleawed
Actusaly tha command was fearful to reprimand him for fear that he would dee•t
the transmitting equipmen", the only contaot that they had with the oateide vq*]A.
The egg..,sive Fnticms ot th.e
o.ther men were desoribed an followas

"H6 usad to take the snow wetseo. out to Soe how my
enquinrs he caj•ld r
cv*:: amid kill. We all gct angry with
him abotit V%%16~",
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, had plenty of problems adjusting, one tim she
ho was drinking he became so angry he ran his filt against the
wall for Ao roason at all."
The following response was given in reply to a question as to Why a 0y
man had decided to winter over,
(Parenthetioslly It should be aored hat foe a
nuibor of years prior he had had a running feud with his fathwr),*
staeis
"During the Chliatmas holidays I mentioned to my fat~ler t*at I tbho t C apytag
for a job here.
He replied real sarcastioally, 'l7e
chaoe you biss at pttU
a
'job down there.'
So I went back and applied for the job, and with a bit CC dsk
I pulled It off. I showed him."
Another technique used to adjust was by withrawing,,
illustrate this technique.

MW followiag qUo&te

*'.•
. . refused to do anything or work with anybody.
stayed off to himself all the time down here, he wouldn't
have anything to do with anyone."

He

"During the firit
two months when
was having a
considerable time over being anxious, the technique that he
used wab to pull out of the group and avoid us all."
"I deliberately out off my contact with everyone I
knew statewise.
I didn't even put through a pbone contact
to a girl back home, I did this deliberately."

"Ile..*
would avoid people when he wax angry, he would
stay away from us all."
"There was only one person in our camp that had any
trouble.
He was sleeping in the IGY hut and raised so much
cane about the noise there that they finally arranged It so
that they would have a room by himself. This wan what he
wanted all the time."
There iras % good deal of regressive behavior that occurred among teima
'although most of it occu'red just prior to their getting off t1W too, A few
however did show marked regressive behavior during the year. One ymg a
complained of pains in his legs, that prevented him from walking and he*
Wad to
be served his meals in bed,
However, he was able to got up and watch the awles
at night,
A second young man told me that he could sleep fr
16 to 18 hb
ower the
weekend, and generally did so. His sleep was apparently a regression to a Uwe
infantile pattern of behavior.
Another young man stated: "I tended to over sloop," speo.tlly during t"e
winter months.
I slept better than 12 hours a night.
I slept more than I s0A4ho
because there was nothing else to do."

-18The rugresive bohavior occurred more widely "s the

us we"

goetift reet to

leave the ine. Muh
•
f It was characteristic of behavior tyial ad
from 8 to 16 years,
Thore was exaggerated bragging oan wst they MM

-q

aem

during the winter months. A£so there were petulant, ahildish waMw of aetsig me
the men had left the small statIoa, when they refuned to help with my vw
UL
1 th
larger stations,
Cc*e pereon returning after wintering over got UP a tf f&vtOU
of the ship in his •imLng "trucks for a sun bath with the tesperatmo
-Mind
25 degrees
hroenheilt,
Atte this rather adolescent way of actIng, he hers".
over the beating unit in the cabin, swathed in blankets, for two borws to Vet r
of the chill that he had developed.
As would be expected In the anxiety motivated attempts to adjiut tohe
Antarctic environment, some reople developed psychosomatic oamplaints. FOr
example one man, who had booe =u the Ice for about six icekm, began stutterig
and came aroumd to talk about it with nee On inquiry 4.t developed that as &
child L• had stutteord, but the stuttering had disapp',arod when he was 9 y706
old.
It had reappeared while on the ice.
In another of the small stations, a sciontist developed nausea and headache
to the point whore finally the statioc physician had to give hq.L glucoseo ad sali
injections to overcome the dehydration caused by the nausea. This attck Of nmse
had been proceeded by a rather long period of sleeplessness and drepzeion.
In another case, while a Navy man was being flown from Mcawdo to a mall
station to winter over, he developed double vision and had to be evsou~td to the
stat6a. Another man developed severe, painful migraines after he had gottG
e
alb
ice. He had not had migraine attacks prior to that time. Another persm.
oW
had experience with migraines prior to getting on the 1ce stated, "It semed li3e
anything that broke the routine resulted in the migraines hitting me. They were
worse too after the sun camse up." The latter referenoe apparently associated with
anticipatory responses of leaving.
One rather interesting case 0as that of a chiesfwho, using his seuloritY,
bumped the chief who was scheduled to winter over in order th&t he alat got an
the ice. After he had been there for a little
over two months, during which Um
he has expressed much overt dissatisfaction with conditions there, he developed
blisLter on his right hand.
Because his work depended on m%nual dAter±t7 be Ws"
unable to report for work and came to the sick bay for treatment. NUMoro
medical techniques were applied but the blisters did not clear ul,. Instoad tMy
tended to get worse.
It was decided then to send him back to the states aW V"M
O
of the 81mer support people to winter over in his place. An soca as he wa told be
orders had been cut, and that he was returning to the states, the bltstate disappeoad.
With many of the men who had wintered over, however, the neo result at the
experience was not that of developing symptoms of maladjustment. Many of the
felt that the experience had permitted them to become more mature. To quatcO
"I think as a result of wintering over, I will be able
to deal with people better. Now that I have made chief I
will be working crow•s and I will be better able to understand
what the men in my crew are thifiking about--at least better
than I would have been before I cae down here."

"I'm less brash, and not so quick to j~udge
before I came dow~n here. Being in a small camp
in like being under a microscope for you really
and got to kn~ow them." Simnila~r statements were
considerable numnber of otl~or men.

people as I was
In the Antarctic
got to see people
made by a

There are two other rather unique behavioral phenomena to be observed In the
Antarctic th~at are worthy of note. One has beem labeled the "Loong lye" PbnCinaSM,
the other is increased sensitivity to auditory stimulation. The "Iou4 fye"WIs a
hasbee placed
condition quite similar to the condition produced after a person
in environments that provide a minimum of sensory stimulation. Bcwve~r, in the
Antarctic the condition occurs wheaz the individual is isolated from the socal&] &Z~,
so apparently It is intimately ralated to interpersonal, or social stimulust dowivation rather than reduced gross sensory imput. Cases have been observed where
it was produced either by the group isolating an individualp or the individual
because of their own motivz.tion complotely isolating themselves frtm the grQV
It is accompanied by a reduction in work role. Generally it is prtoeseded by it
rather long period of sleeplessness. Symptomatic characteristics are described
variously as "they start) right at you, but never see you." "They leek beyond you.-"
"They just sit and stare, never talk or anything. They won't wash and generally
wear their clothes for weeks at a time. Sometimes they break don and cry lIbe a
baby. Other times they just go off by themselves, never say a word to anlyome."
"They have a twelve foot stare in a ten foot room." Some of the People who have
experienced this "Long Eye" phenoeona describe hallucinations that involve light
flashes or perceive movement where there is no movement. Other symptoms ame that
they lose appetite, they have prolonged periods of sile~nce, and "they lose their
skin color, their skin gets gray." In scme oases thu.y become suspicious Of others,
a sort of paranoid "acting out." In addition to the fact that this condition
quite frequently occurs because of work role deprivation$ it also occurs when
there is a felt increased responsibility by a person. The phenomena disappoear
when the individual finally goes back to talking and interacting with the group,
or when the group permits the individual to re-enter the group and again Interact
with them.
The other rather interacting phcnromena is th~at of incw~assed sensitivity to
mn al. %u!U10 .sMbers in the small
auditory aiimulat~irn. Th-±9 d-ces nct Oc:
isolated group, but the fact tbet a numbar do experience it gives the phenomenon
some significance. For example, one person zomp~eined bitterly About people uMing
the dryer late at night. He stated tha~t the drye~r bwad a whistle that irritated
him very much. Tho dryo= inoidev,-'*y w'as Nwo bimk hou.3*s tawny and the Insulation
was quito rkdequate in the houses. The same person however stated that when somoea
was typing in his own bunk house it dtdn't bother him, he could sleep through it.
During the mid-wI~nter when his.-work role was reduced, he stated that th. whistle
bothered him the most.
Another person stated that during the winter the bunk house booame so noisy
he couldn't sloop thore. He weat down to the supply house and rigged hin up a bed
there. He stated that it seemed like during the winter, throughout the day and
night aoenob!i5.v waB always making noises in the bunk !%ouse * The phenomenon of
increased sann.Itivity to audito"y b'Limulation has been descrited rather vividly
by Oiaevor (4).

Apparently this increased sensitivity is closely ilated to th iroemd
repression that man of the men In isolation use as an adjiutive device.
Repression Is an intrs-peycLia process and the iwe of it results L a rodmetim
of the psychological inteouity value-& decreased avexonesa--evt i
@31
stimulation. Awareness of stimulus configurations is a relative matter me
usually an awarnemss balance is struck between internal and externmal sawoo at
stimulation. Now given a reduction (because of repressive process"e)
In
intra-psychic sources of stimulation there should develop an increased averems
external stimulus oonfigiwationm, particularly if they are unrolated to t
repressed material. This is precisely what happened in the mmal isolated
stations in the Antarctic and may be responsible for the Increased aavemes of
the external stimulation, particularly to auditory stimulation. Probebly also
related to the increased sensitivity Is the fact that the normal range and
variety of different external stimulus configurations is reduced due to tde
isolation.

Certainly,

in

obsorving the activities of a group In isolatie.

Of

th.e

is a seeking out, or longing for, a greater variety in the stimulus patterns
impinging upon the individual than are available.

VALXDIT

OF ASSESS8MT PREDIQTIOIS

Prior to the assignment of the men to Antarotic duty, all mun, both civ1liam
and Navy personnel, were assessed by an assessment tern made up of staff attaced
to the Neuropsychlatry Branch, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, U. S. Navy. Omly
those men who were judged to be unfit for regular Navy duty were eliminated.
However, a genersl overall. judgental evaluation was made, on a scale rmgs fr:n
A to D# of the probabie adjustment each man would make. Also preparod was a brief
sumary of thair major modes of adjusting. Those wore made by the psychiatrist
d
and clinioal psychologist who independently sam eoa man, After the independest
evaluation had been made, the two would get together and make the overall evaluatio
as to'the probable adjustment of the individual,
While it was impossible during our relatively short visits to Antarctica to
get any detailed evaluation of the adjustment of each of the mu during the varlim
tinus port.euim, it Was possible to identify people who had ndjt.jtad =ost poorly
and/or had caused the most difficulty during the wintering ,iver period, and to
identify those men who were highly successful In their adjwitment and contributed
most to good interpersonal relationships,
Because the measures obtained In the
Antarctic of their adjustment were overall impressions rather than detailed refined
measures, it was decided to isolate six of the men who, during the two yea period
of study had been most successful in adjusting to small station life, and six at the
men Who had been least sucooessful and then to describe what had contributed to their
being successful and unsuccessful.
Once this had been done to then go back to the
original assessment records and pull the folders on these men to check the v•alidity
of the assessment predictions.
This is of course just a first
step In developing
adequate criteria, but it will at least establish a bench mark for gauging the
effectiveness of the assessment program,

The Six Most Poorly Adjusted Men:
ABBS3SSIWM SUB=X As Trhe prediction in overall adjustment of this isdivShsl,
as rated In the assessment program, Was D, lb was described "as adlaei4 SiividmIt
uncertain as to his sexual role and a person who related poly to people& 'Duldmew
was found for the potentiality of his creating a great deal of Interpersesmal, fristn.
Hie was described as being a person In which hostility played animpertant Part In
his psychodynamics and it was directed toward others.
PZPRVIORAN( SUBJUCr A: This amn was quite withdrawn In the gops a ater actlms.
Hie showed a great deal of hostility towards others and It was of a very lintwe
variety, For example he became extremely hostile when, one evening, a pioteo
scheduled for showing was not shown and another was substituted In Its plaoe. 26
threatened to report the Incident directly to Washington. He disturbed alla
persons In the station and they finally gave in to his, replaving Lhe old
scheduled picture, He was generally regarded by his fellow memberf in the amp
as the most poorly adjusted person there.
ASSESS8ME SUBJEr~ B: Prediction rated C. This person has a flat dull. atteot,
and is preoccupied to some extent with his Inner tensions. Abe stress; he would
likely somatize his difficulties. Ha shows a great deal of anxiety adhandles
his anxiety by introspective self-doubts and suppression, Him aggression Is
ge~ierally directed against himself. Overall, he is a. passive-dependent per somlity.
PZEPORMANCE SUBJECr B: It was generally agreed that one of the big reasons
that the small group, in whic'i this ama wintered over, had not achieved eoves
greater success was because of Subject B's failure to get his work done. "MU
always has to have people working along with him" was the way he was described*
A part of this had scme reality orientation because his job necessitated Working
with the maintainance of electrical equipment. In the spring after he bad wintered
over he exhibited quite dependent behavior and was unable to relate affectively
to the men he wintered ove~r with, or the group that camn In to take over. 115
affect was dull, and he gave the appearance of a rejected child In a corner of
the school yard.
ASSESSUME
SUBJECt' Cs Prediction rated C towards D. This ama's motivation
for going to the Antarctic was judged to be somewhat unhealthy, Ris hostility is
directed towards othersa4nd his most important adjustment problem in that he exibilts

very little ability to absorb emotional *tress.

He has some canvration saxiety,

What little emotional responsiveness he has. is poorly controlled.
tendencies are likely.

eame paranoid

PBRFORMANCE SUWSCr C: This man was enguged .n two physical aggressive acts.
Hie showed considerable inadequacy fqelings and the assessment team was correct In
picking up his motivation for going on the ice as being an unhealthy one, Inamuch
as it was to attempt to "prove himself." Ha was one of the men who refused to lot
some of the moro competent people In the group do any part of his work, perhaps

reflecting a paranoid tondency as noted- by the assessment group.

ASBBSSIWT

SUBJ

Ds

Proection rated D,

This man was

JudgSd to be

*wies

over controlled, and exhibited same negative inature features In Uis persoulity

He is seleotively attentative, and has a good deal of oonfuWd seumua idemtiflitos.
Generally he is passive dependent to whIch ho sometiues shows reactios feagla
The infantile characteristica in him makeup Indicate that he would b.
dittulaity
controlling the aggressive features in his personality. Heoe sloe hebhalde imW
anxiety b7 oouatriction he will probably have to displawe or smatatize Any sWeslaeei

that he feels.
IMWQRMANCH SUBJECT DI
This man had an extremely difficult tiAe in vatftrla
over and wea remarked on by almost all of his fellow members In the campo gohe
some rather severe periods of depression during the rear. He developed V@02sat
headaches and would at times, after drinking a beer or two, show very lafnstlle
aggressive behavior. For example, he Is the one who ran his fist throu
wall.
He is also the man who developed migraine headaches while on the ir*.
--

ASSESSMI1r SUBJRCrT:
Prediction -ated"t.' This man-handles his ui•etlee by
evasion, trying to stay uninvolved, resists, is vague, and finds fault with what he
has to work with. He is an anxious, passive resistant man who defends himself by

being vague or hypercritical when cornered.

Ve can't cope with personaliued wa=rth

except on a rejecting basis.
PERFORMANCE SUBJECT 9: In talking with this man it was learned that his
chief motivation for wintering over was to evade an emotional involvem t that
he had entered into in the states. He exhibited many passive-aggressive acts,
some of which were self destructive.
One of them was an attempt to de-oellst
during the middle of the winter in order to give his responsibilities to a a
of
lesser rank who had functionally taken over for him.
ASSESSMENT SUBJECT F: Prodiction rated C minus to D. This am handles
anxiety by compulsively acting out
He probably has mood swings. He exhibits
'tpt
of nativusm and narcissism.
HUs flucttating wmAd swing. from impulsivity
to depression.
Underneath he is preoocupiod with the question of his manliness,
ils basic personality pattern is thsa' of a pasri.ve-aggrossive personality with
mood swings.
PERFORMANCE SUBJECT F: This person had a great deal of difficulty In
achieving the goals that had been set for him during the year. He wra unabe to
form any warm or lasting friendships in the group, but he was generaoly tolerated
by the group. Be was criticized considerably when it was his turn to assist In
mess hall duty because he was always late and thus imposed upon the cook. During
mid-winter it is stated by a fellow group member, as well as mentioned by the m
himself, that he had had a long period of depression and sleeplessness when he didn't
seem to be able to get any work done.
This he used in explanation of one of the
"reasons" that ;•o failed to achieve the objectives set for him during the year.
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The SIX HI~ilY Successful, Winterinv Over Peopplo:
ABBEB8MEHT SUBUZOT A: Prediction rated A. This man Isa reeervedg Woms
IndiVidual who had a great deal of sensitivity, has many Inner roseuoseg M
shows a considerable amono~t of emotional response*
r'ER1ORANC SUBJICr A: This man was one of the beat liked -e.I eimc., Me
went out a2 his way to make life more pleasant for the other umi
of t. amp
and kniowing the importance of the movie camers which he operatod did saw
to
ingenious repair work to keep the machine going, after It bad broken da
In
mid-winter and there were no spare parts with which to repair It, No did a Ift
of quite pleanant kidding with everybody In the station, No cme eaibited my
resentment toward him. One of the station leaders, In talking ab- kimg said
that he was one of the reamons for much of the stability that had bees, ackleed
in the group du~ring the year,
A83ESSUMK
SBUJZC? B: Prediction ratWe A. This man was described em being
a well adjusted young man of superior intelligence and sufficiently free of
conflict that he could~ function near his maximum innate cwc~lty. Rim mativerUce
was positive in that he was seeking something that he wanted rather then eccsrinug

from a problem.

He handles anxiety by delaying response.

Hostility toards

himself is expressed by demanding a great deal from himself.
PHRORMANCE SUBJECr B: Of all the men in this small station# this svbJect
is regarded as standing In a class by himself. The maturity that be oehibited'
was marked. The men would soak him out asking his advice. His ablilty to work
with the camp members was outstanding. While his status, in toerm ot a camp]=s
society, was considerably higher than many of the men in camp he was alvay, oue
of the first to assist in doing sacme of the hard manual chores that had to be dmome
He kidded with the men In a somewhat patronizing manner, thereby keeping them frc
getting too close to him. He was described by one of the son in the followring
manner, "If there is such a thinig as an All Antarctic Boy,, that's him." and this
was said without any tone of hostility at all.,
ASSESSUM SUBJECr C: Prediction rated B. He is a good bete Ti ama WAd
some ability to absorb emotional stress, and has very little confused sexual
identification. His emotional reactions are well controlled. He does show Sacme
depression. A generally passive, self reliant,, friendly, modest.. self denying
and adaptive person. He is mature but passive.
PMMPRMANCE SUBJECT C: This man was a cook and was dearly belove by a&l of
the members of the camp. He worked long hours and averybody appreciated It.
11a
went out of his way to develop variety in'the food that he prepared. 11e generally
avoided any arguments in the mess hall and when he did get involved It would be
in a pacifying manner* He did also show sacme depressive tendencies but they were
controlled* Overall he made an excellent adjustment to the Antarctic.

-21AB8ZSBW4T SUBJZCT Ds Performance rated As This am Is assertive, "taeid,,
self roliant, friendly, self indulgent, aociable and adsptie Ne boa 4Wm7 34"Ul
intra-personal friction and shown very 11'ttle evidence of oomf used sexte idestification. He has a well controlled enotional reactiong, and shows very lIStle
evidence of depression.
PKJR1OW.CzB UDJzCr.Di This man was regarded u a first rate Wro mbsr.
He never got exci ted over anything, and with the exception of cmv period swbe
was attompting a work task that proved to be impossible, he ,howed so evi~laemo
of any problems in adjustment. During that period he experienced a period cad
sleeplessness. Hie was tolerant in his dealingn with the other people mdasud
responsibilities for seeing to it that his work was done properly, No 15ce
of the men who felt that the experience of wintering over had been a proMitOU
one for him,

ASSESISIT SUBJECT R: Performance rated B. This ama has a great deal of
positive inne.r resources, Be is generally assertive, is obsessive campulsiva,
yet he is a sensitive man.* He in weil controlled emotionally, except that he Is
volnerable to depressive Influences. He handles anxiety by denial.
PFRFUUIANCE SUBJECT S: This man was regarded as the Informal leader at the
station. He was an older man, one always ready to listen to ay problems that
.aiiyone in the station had. He would generally respond to those problem In ma
emotionally sympathetic manner and also generally give helpful advice. No usut
out of his wuy and out of the line of duty, In order to help all the other people
in the station. He was variously described by the other men In the small go
&a ofa jewel," "a winner," and similar positive flattering statements.

ASSESSWNT SUBJECT F: Prediction rated B plus. This ama has a grealt Intellectual potential and is'also highly intellectual. During the interview-the-. mwas o
evidence of any anxiety or overt conflict. He has had previous polar mexpeiemoee.
He sometimes shows ambivalence about asserting himself and while he Is systematic,
he has a flexible approach to the situation. He shows a great deal of originality
in perceiving and integrating his experiences* His inner resources Are of
sufficient strangth to meet and cope with emotional impact fro within or without,
and to give stability to his adjustment. He has a tactful sensitivity In dealing
with others and a capacity for maintaining good interpersonal relationships aud
empathizing with others without undue dependence an~ ther for emaotional ampoart,
Yet he is restrained in his dealings with otherrs and had difficulty in establishIng
close affectionrLI ties.
PEPYORMANCE SUBJECT F: This man was called upon to male one of the meat
difficult types of adjustment to the Antarctic, Hie came throug aucoesatully and
was regarded as a good group member.
le tended to be preoccupied with the
scientific probleLl that he had come down to work on, and therefore did not mix a
great deal with the group. However, hi. relationship with all the group members
w~ds one of acceptance by them along with a respect for him as an Individual,

-22It will be seen by ocotreating this" twelve came muimmuies an poor'
d well
adjusted group members,~ that the faoe validity of the assessment proedure Mw
to be quite high, it Is difficult cot oursae to generalize Wt~dey froms
observations,* Much more systematic work should be done an dewslaping aftteis
for' evaluating people who a*e going to spend long periods In I"slaUm is
VILI
opportunity for return to a more complex society. Yet the"e results do mrssae
that such assessments can be 'made with a considerable degree of validity.
SUMUO.RY AND OONWJUSIOKS
This report is concerned with a discussion of problems of human adjustment
experienced by men who wintered over in the Antarctic, The data on which 0he
digeiipmiotr is based resulted from'interviews with, and observatioc;S of, M0 Oft
in the Antarctic.
Three rather different levels of behavior were described. First# there Was
the cyclic adjustment that the men made to the Antarctic. This conslsted of
heightened anxiety on entrance into the Antarotic; a period characterized by
heightened depression, that covered most of the dark winter months; tha a period
characterized by the occurrence of anticipatory behavior preparatory to leaving
taie

Antarctic.

The second class of data, had to do with the interpersonal transactions In the
small stations, and the types of ego defense mechanisms that the mumnused during
this period of time.
The third class of descriptive material was concerned with the occwremoce at
adjustive phenomena, apparently umiquo to life in Antarctica. On* consisting of
what has boon called the "Long Eye;" a condition produced by depriving an Individual
of interpersonal transactions with the group. The second phenomena has to do with
increased sensitivity to aud~itory stimulation.
It was pointed out that all the generalizations arrived at appear to have scome
validity r~lative to adjustment problems made to the Antarctic, It vas also point..
out that there was a groat need for more systematic stut~y of these bnamena. It
is felt that this proposed syst-.ziatic stwiy of the phenomena thaý occur' In the
Antarctic ic important not only to understsnding the problems of maintaining
Unilted States stations in the Antarctic, but also because of the complete ocimaitmnt
to isolation for a definite period of time, the generalizations that might be
developed would have so"e application to possible problems of space travel since
the conditions of isolation and the degree of commitment are the same In both cases.
It is also possible that generalizations about adjustment to the Antarcuic might have
som-a applicability to the problems of prolotiged submersions aboard sthearim.e

-23Volloving are 14 testable hypotheses whioh have been deeloed a
of the data presented on the foregoing discussion.
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1. Acceptance by an individual of commitment to I:olatiotu wit
that there Is no oescape,
resutlts In concern with a diff ~lt cum# cc at O hms
j sa
pr'oblemtan

th•ose problemsI

experienced by people In

Isolaltion who0

a

no

so

comittedo
This could be tested by the following measuruei natuwe of p
iW
e
patterns, both during work and leisure time; expressions of felt dstprivatIms;
verbalized fantasies; the way hostility is handled; the hierarchy of valve syste
bold as measured by direct observation and verbalized expressions of vYa2wt Ml
a measure of tendencies to inhibit.
2. A reduction in the number of social roles in which an indiUMdual 0S
will be accompanied by an increased number of adjustment problems.
3. An Inoreased tendency by an iudividual to inhibit Internal feUeN
wilL
be accompanied by an increased sensitivity to external stimulation. Th/s am be
measured by measures of response to sub-liminal stimulation and alo by the
prope sed technique to be developed to measure inhibitory tendencies.
4. When an individual in a given living area develops sleeplessness
be contagous and spread through the group living in those quarters.
5.

it will

A reduction in role activi ties will be accompanied by an Increase in

sleeplessness.
6.

Increase In anxiety will be accompanied by sleeplessness.

These last three hypotheses can be measured In a number of different was.
Some of them are as follows; flicker fusion, KEG, measure of muscle motion potent"als.
and the to be developed measure of inhibiLory tendencies.
7. Isolation will rosult in social tatus leveling, i.e., the group will# s
isolation proceeds in time, move in the direction of beoom.ing a peer group.
8. The greater the interdependence of members in the group, the less will be
the hostility expressed towards members of the group.
9. The greater the niuber of "unknowns" that a person has about oondltion
of life in isolation, the higher will be Me anxiety.
10. The greater the reduction in work role, the greater the moumt of
depression that will be experienced by an individual.
11. The greater the number of self deprivations,
depression of the individual.

the greater will be the

-2412. An Increase In the nmoe of oeuss Indicatinga an
Isolation will be .aompmeLed by an I
Aroae in sono ssstm•evo

13. The closer one approacs to eooapo from loolatiou
the meomat of ag resolve behavior exhibited.
14.

to
$sewoo
autvity.
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Those persons diagnosed as having personality and behmiin'

IF

ill be
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will be responsible for the greatest mount of friction oourring In 00 from*

At loomrt the following msures should be obtained systnmati@Sl

l l

mt

the wintering over periods measures of flicker fumson, MG isoedlmp, sotim
potential recordings, work and leisure time Interaction patterns oa
S mp
the oeffects, of group pressure on individual behaviore measures of mood atetchanges, measures of motivational pittorns derived from psychanotw tasko
md
rodordings of verbalized fantasies, measures of inhibitory tendemoll,
measures of response to sub-limina& stimulation, In addition to these
wO
one would want to collect data of a social-psychological nature pertaining to
group interaction and status role changes, particularly as they "elate to
subjective psychological phenomena such Po depression, the use of leisue tu Sp
related to isolation, and so forth.
It is recomounded that these hypotheses along with other hypothes that
muy beseporated, be explored by having a psychologist or psychiatrist, PlM a
oorpmnan technician, winter over in one of the small stations In order to systmatically collect data to test the hypotheses.
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